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MA Art Psychotherapy students 
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Dana Abidin

These series of images are products of spontaneity and 

curiosity. 

Working with very young and mostly nonverbal clients 

has shaped my creative process and allowed me to 

connect with a more playful and spontaneous side of 

myself. 

These paintings express my sense of wonder for 

everything around me and beyond.

Year two: Full-time 

dankaarinart@gmail.com



Anila Babla
Year three: Part-time 

YOUR TABLE IS READY

mixed media

full/ adjective

1. Containing or holding as much or as many as possible; 
having no empty space

2. Not lacking or omitting anything; complete

I have been thinking about the positive and negative 

connotations of feeling full as I approach the end of my 

training. It has been an opportunity for rich development, 

which has been both abundant and satisfying but at times 

exhaustive and all-encompassing. When thinking of how 

I might capture this in an artwork, I thought of a table, 

spilling over with groceries and food.

I feel the kind of nausea one might feel after a rich feast – I 

have consumed vast quantities and need time to digest 

and expel. Walking the line between these two senses 

of being full has illuminated another 

experience held in tension: holding 

anxiety and ambiguity while trusting 

the process. This will be important as 

I transition from feeling full to possibly 

feeling empty in the transitional space 

between what was and what is yet to 

come. I am encouraged by Adamson, who 

said, ‘Just as a painting cannot be forced, 

healing must proceed at its own pace’ 

(Adamson, 1984, p.7).

65.5cm high x 49cm x 38.5cm (Table)

www.anilababla.co.uk



Anila Babla FLAMMABLE MATERIAL

mixed media

I came into this course with a very academic approach, 

thinking I might learn systematically how art 

psychotherapy works and its application in the world. I 

feel like I perhaps ‘know’ even less than when I started.

However, I feel in awe of the power of art to change 

and transform, and art therapy to shatter preconceived 

notions of art and of therapy. As much as you can study 

art therapy, this is something special and mysterious 

that needs to be handled with care. Art therapy works 

dynamically and potently whether we understand fully its 

inner-workings or not.

35 x 22 x 15 (box) + about 25cm long (8x long candles)

Year three: Part-time 

www.anilababla.co.uk



Helen Benton ‘SMILE BABY’ 
AND ‘WAS IT 
ACCEPTABLE IN 
THE 80’S?”

These works are an exploration of my 

experience of the socialisation of girls in 

western culture. I’m interested in gender 

and gender roles and I’m curious to see 

how we respond societally to hopefully a 

more gender fluid future.

Year two: Part-time 

‘BETTY’ ‘SUSIE’ ‘JANE’

These three prints were created towards the end of my 

placement working with learning disabled adults and 

children. ‘Betty’, ‘Susie’ and ‘Jane’ were the clients that I 

worked with for the longest and I felt knew the best by the 

end of my time with them.

I wanted to think about each client and make an artwork 

about them, my plan was to keep them in mind and 

acknowledge their different personalities and life stories. 

It felt important for me to do this, as often the mental and 

physical disabilities were such that my clients’ need for a 

life time of care meant they often weren’t thought about as 

autonomously as they might have liked.

Making these artworks also helped me to bear something 

of their lives more easily, as working with people with 

mental and physical disabilities where there was no ‘fix’ 

made me feel sad at times. My hope is that these images 

are a celebration of them.

giclée prints with hand 
embellishment

2 x 50 / 70cm 2 or 3 x 50/50cm

helenbenton@btinternet.com



Lucie Blake-Faggiani JUST BETWEEN THE TWO 
OF US

“Just between the two of us, and don’t read this too loudly 

… I’m not sure I can be an art therapist”

I’m not nearing the enc of my final year of a part-time 

master’s in Art Psychotherapy. When I started the course 

three years ago. I thought that when I reached this stage 

I’d know exactly how to ‘be’ a psychotherapist. I felt a 

narcissistic desire to create an idealised image of myself 

as a therapist, with the counter-impulse to obliterate this 

image if it couldn’t be achieved, namely by seeking work 

in a different field.

Over this year, I’ve worked with people who’ve been 

homeless and have diagnoses of mental health problems 

and alcohol/drug addiction. At first, I was consumed with 

the hopelessness and numbness found when working with 

clients in great distress. But gradually I was able to accept 

Year three: part-time that I could be an art therapist in this field, 

it might just be a bit different to how I 

thought it would be.

I thank my supervision groups, my 

supervisors and most of all, my clients, 

for reminding my of what an aesthetic 

experience truly is. In its essence, 

‘aesthetics’ is the activity of perception 

or sensation and in a literal sense means 

‘breathing in’ or a ‘grasp’. An aesthetic 

imaginal experience is not always 

beautiful. In fact, it’s sometimes terrible, 

but in order to achieve to growth and 

understanding it is as vital as breath.

I’m still not sure I can be an art therapist, 

but I’ll be giving it my best shot.

oil on canvas, 60 x 40cm

lucieblakefaggiani.com



Ruth Borgfjord THE HOLY MOTHER

photography

The importance of gender in art psychotherapy theory 

was established the first time Winnicott said the 

famous catchphrase ‘the good enough mother’ which 

later became the ‘good enough therapist.’ In “The 

Holy Mother” Ruth Borgfjord engages with subversive 

interpretations of the term ’the good enough mother,’ 

looks at who is included in that terminology and who is 

left out, and examines the parallels between the role of 

the Mother in Christianity and the role of the Mother in 

psychotherapy theory.

70 x 50cm

£750

Year one: full-time 



Ruth Breckell DOMESTIC OBJECT I & II

mixed media

112cm x 92cm

Year one: full-time 

ruthbreckell@hotmail.co.uk





Sarah Cleveland SILENCE IS GOLDEN

Mosaic: ceramics, found objects, mirror

28.2” x 17.7”

Year one: full-time 

thriftdesigns@gmail.com



Katy Cotterel BROAD CHURCH/WIDE BIRTH

Ojects/containers, red satin cloth, dried lavendar, rhinestones, tracing 
paper, tape player, headphones, cassette tape , 12inch record cover 
leaning against wall space

Year two: full-time 

katy.cotterell@gmail.com / kcott001@gold.ac.uk



Sarah El Sharkawy REDUCER SEDUCER 
CONFUS(H)ER

Mixed media: snake skin, cables, polystyrene, wood, paint, glue, 
fishing wire, approx 20inches squared

Year two: part-time 

selsh001@gold.ac.uk



Jenna Finch SUMMER, MISTAKES, POST

Oil pastel, corrugated card, chalk, highlighter pens, masking 
tape, felt tip, card, felt, tissue paper, lolly pop sticks on paper

70” x 97”

£2,000

Year two: full-time 

jennafinch@hotmail.co.uk



Katherine Foster BIRTHING GOLDSMITHS

Photography

An exploration of the somatic reactions that I experienced 

as a consequence of the university’s questionable ethics 

and use of power

40x50cm (x5)

£200 each

Year two: full-time 

katpiccalilli@gmail.com



Eda Giray SOMETIMES THERE ARE 
NO WORDS.

& MESS MUST BE MADE.

digital media and fabric

Year two: full-time 

eda.giray@windowlive.com



Emily Hillier UNTITLED

oil on canvas

Unresolved experiences repeat themselves. Before 

training as an art therapist fro three years, I trained 

strenuously as a ballet dance for 13 years. Both times 

I felt I did not succeed, both coming to difficult ends. 

However this time the failing as not physical, but not 

attending personal therapy, Although both were perhaps 

inevitable whilst the feeling underneath remained so far 

unmet, unseen. The poem below, written by anon, closely 

describes my present experience linked to my past as a 

young child. I hope that someday I might feel more of an 

experience like the end of the poem, perhaps only then 

will I feel ready to be a therapist.

80 x 100cm

Year three: Part-time 

www.emilyhillier.com



‘The Sinner’

Relentenlessly scanning this mass of slime

They’ll not flinch in pursuing my crime. “Guilty,”

I pleas for peace and release, “Guilty,”

I cry, “Please let me appease!”

And always the eyes with their piercing ray,

Always the eyes never looking away.

“What is your crime?” asks the voice of the eyes,

“What is this shame for which your soul dies?”

“Guilty,” I cry, “of my crimes I confide,”

And always the eyes from which I can’t hide.

“What is your guilt?” asks the voice of the eyes.

“Why do you joke in this cruel exercise?”

You’ve seen for yourself through your x-ray machine

you know very well that I’m unclean.

“Look for yourself, and tell what you see,”

Say the eyes through the voice from the x-ray machine.

I tremble, I quiver, I flinch, I cry.

In terror I struggle; I know I must die!

“What do you see,” asks the voice from the eyes,

Rejecting my offers, my pleading, my lies.

I look at the eyes, the power they wield,

The soft gentle eyes that never will yield.

I steal a glance, hoping to please,

Hoping the stare will eventually ease.

“What do you see?” asks the voice from the eyes,

The loving, caressing significant eyes.

“I see a child, afraid, alone. I see a child I’ve never known.”

I look at the eyes, looking at me,

Healing, caring, enveloping me.

I look at the eyes, the soft gentle eyes,

The loving, caressing significant eyes.

Touching my soul, showing the way,

Always the eyes never looking away.



Stephanie Harkin MOTHER

Terracotta

Art making has been integral to reflecting on my 

placement this year. The bust ‘mother’ was created in 

response to Melanie Klein’s paranoid-schizoid position, 

touching on themes of splitting, projective identification 

and introjection where relationships are maintained with 

parts of objects (e.g. breast rather than mother) and split 

between good and bad. The making process was an effort 

to reconsider my inner world, populated with internal 

objects, to develop an ability to view myself and objects 

with growing complexity. These themes were evident 

both in personal therapy and clinical work.

(H) 27cm x (W) 17cm

Year two: Part-time 

shark002@gold.ac.uk / missstephanieharkin@gmail.com





Louise Diana Horton Containment

Acrylic, Cardboard and Clay

The process of being a container for you....

(H) 8cm x (L)30 x (W) 15cm

Year two: Part-time 

lhort010@gold.ac.uk



Madeleine Jessel MIGRATION AND 
IDENTITY

Oil on Wood

Inspired by Refugee stories

850mm X 470mm

£ (can be contacted by email if interest)

Year one: full-time 

maddiejessel@hotmail.co.uk



Alexandra Jordan ‘THE PROCESS’
mixed media

‘The Process’ explores unsettling and confused feelings, 

often ending in knots and uncomfortable twists. Inevitably 

referencing Sigmund Freud, Louise Bourgeois and Sarah 

Lucas, the piece deliberately evokes feelings of repulsion 

and discomfort. Part brain, part phallus and part intestine, 

the soft sculpture almost invites touch but elicits fear and 

misunderstanding. 

18” x 12”

Year one: full-time 

alexandrajordandesign@gmail.com 





Miriam Kilpatrick PICK MY BRAINS OUT

Food

Created around thoughts I have had through my first 

year on the course, this object is enticingly sweet, yet 

sickly and broken, exposing the gooey core.

60cm x 30cm

£500

Year one: full-time 

miriamkilpatrick@gmail.com





Hiu Yu Nicole Lai WHAT IS A THERAPIST?

Mixed Media

You are now looking at how a THERAPIST works… 

Inside out!

16.5” x 18.5” x 18.5”

£…ask a THERAPIST

Year two: full-time 

yuyuemail@yahoo.com.hk





Susy Langsdale Maggie

This is Maggie. She has taken the control bar from the 

puppet master’s hands.

She is a manifesto for my ongoing art therapy practice. 

I want to offer the people I work with a space to make 

sense of their own lives, using their own metaphors. 

I believe that train to fit people’s experiences into 

my theoretical or experiential framework causes an 

imbalance in power. I hope I can help people to hold 

their own control bars, rather than unwittingly act as a 

puppet master.

As I made her, I began to wonder if she might also be 

a manifesto for something more personal. Queerness, 

cancer and patriarchy have all shaped my relationships 

to my body, hiding shame away in unexpected places. 

There are mistakes in Maggie and she is hairy and 

naked, but I present her here in her entirety, with pride.

Year three: part-time 



Meri Lahti THREE SELVES

Mixed media

Being confident, outgoing and social VS being sensitive, 

withdrawn and thoughtful – What is the ‘me’ mixed in 

the middle?

12” x 10” x 12”

Year one: full-time 

meri.lahti@yahoo.com





Bozena Norton UNTITLED

Acrylic, Paint Pens

Circumference 38cm

Year three: part-time 

bnort010@gold.ac.uk



Kat Leggett EXPOSED.

PULLED APART.

PULLED BACK 
TOGETHER… 
TRANSFORMED.

EXCAVATED.

SCARRED.

ABSORBED.

TOLERATED.

UNENDING.

Cardboard, Oil, ink, Collage, 20 x 20cm (x3)

Year three: part-time 

klegg001@gold.ac.uk





Henna Lone EXPLORING IDENTITY, 

ACCEPTING DIFFERENCES, 

OWNING CULTURE. 

A WORK IN PROGRESS.
Acrylic & Gold Leaf on Clay

Various sizes

Year two: part-time 

hennalone@gmail.com



Fern Lowder CONTAINING SPACES

photographs, paint, clay

I wanted to depict the importance of the relationship 

between the therapist, client and artwork. I wanted to 

show the containing nature art therapy has for the client 

through these relationships. I wanted to signify the 

pouring of emotions that the artwork and therapist aims to 

contain. Although, of course, this may all be fantasy.

20.32 x 25.42 cm

Year two: full-time 

fernlowderart@gmail.com



Julia Lungley UNRAVEL

Ink and watercolour

Unravel / verb

i. Disentangle (twisted, totted or woven threads)

ii. Investigate (something complicated or puzzling)

iii. Undo, destroy (an intricate process, system or 

arrangement)

A journey through art psychotherapy training, distilled into 

one verb

73cm x 58cm

Year two: full-time 

jungley07@gmail.com



Vanessa Mallin THE EARTH CONSCIOUS 
ART THERAPY STUDIO

Mixed media: Natural materials

The climate is in crisis; Art Therapy apathy is not an option.

Various sizes

Year one: full-time 

vanessamallin@hotmail.co.uk





Cat MacGregor THE BINARIES BETWEEN US

Oil paintings and ceramics

Black/White, She/He, Leave/Remain, Hero/Traitor, Right/

Wrong. Reflecting on my clinical work and the discourse 

within society of recent years led me to consider the ways 

in which binary thinking permeates groups and society 

at large. Through exploring the work of the artist Claude 

Cahun, I have questioned how much easier it can be to 

consider concepts with two possible rationales rather than 

engage in the complexity of holding multiple or juxtaposing 

concepts at once. In this work, I have reflected on how this 

related to psychodynamic theories.

40 x 60 cm

Year two: part-time 

cat.macgregor1@gmail.com/ catmacgregor.weebly.com



Issy Mitchell A MAGIC CARPET

PVA glue, glitter, embroidery thread

Inspired by the magic carpet I treasured as a child, made of 

shiny wrapping paper and adorned with sequins. Further 

inspired by the therapeutic work I undertook with a child, 

whose delicate use of PVA glue and glitter led to the creation 

of many precious artefacts. The simplest of materials can 

become the most important forms of expression.

74cm x 92cm

Year one: full-time 

issy.mitchell@gmail.com



Miriam Muldal CLAUSTRUM

Mixed media

Marine clay, 160 million years old, dug from under the row 

of houses in my street, containing fossils of the extinct giant 

oyster ‘gryphaea’.

Below the visible house, the ordinary self, lies the deep.

Working with primitive states, emptiness and falling, 

echoes of the maternal body populated with creatures of the 

unconscious… imaginings, reverberations, touch

Year two: full-time 

miriam.muldal1@gmail.com



Gloria Nemeth APPROPRIATED WOMAN

Digital Collage

Inspired by pop-artist Pauline Boty, these images use 

the surreal to highlight the self-destructive behaviours of 

capitalists ever-consuming society. They also explore how 

my subjective identity can feel lost in both society and Art 

Therapy Large Group. The use of cigarette advertising 

both reflects on Donald Winnicott’s transitional object and 

questions media’s impact on western cultures mental health. 

The recurrent circular shape engages with psychodynamic 

concepts, the feminist and the “group”.

6x (20cm diameter circles)

Year one: part-time 

gloriaaldersonnemeth@gmail.com





Tanya Park BEHIND THE FRIDGE DOOR

Oil Paint on Canvas

Behind the Fridge door reflects on my personal use of 

artmaking and its necessity in processing the presence of 

personal experience in the here and now.

198 x 76cm

Year one: part-time 

tanyapark.art@gmail.com



Sandhya Ramautar REFLECTIVE STATE OF 
MIND.
Large Book: - 85cm by 59cm. Fabric and card. Small book: - 15cm 

x11cm.  Facial plaster cast: - 24cm x 21cm.  Wooden white frames: - 

18cm x 13cm. Trust the process dish: - 14cm x 14cm. Mod Roc.

Looking at the Therapeutic Alliance. 

One factor - more than any other - when dealing with the 

success of therapy - Is the quality of the relationship between 

the therapist and the client. 

I wanted to make something that was quite central to my 

development as an Art Psychotherapist and that captured 

the heart and learning of the process. This 3D art work 

was inspired from placement, where I worked with 

several clients from Social Emotional and Mental Health 

backgrounds. I was intrigued by the relationship between 

client and therapist (drawings represented in the white 

Year three: part-time 

frames) and the dynamics that played 

out during each session. The plaster cast 

of my face represents self-reflection as I 

went through my journey, I would often 

find time being by myself closing my eyes 

reflecting on clients and learning to trust 

and hold the process and what this meant 

for me (process represented by the dish). 

My process notes (represented in the large 

and small book) became my personal 

journey and reflective thought pattern 

into the subconscious mind and thinking 

relating to the client, and an integral part 

of my learning to embrace the therapeutic 

space. I firmly believe that the ‘therapeutic 

alliance’ is the strongest predictor of 

whether therapy is successful.

£80 – £100

Sandhya_ramautar@yahoo.co.uk



Gabriela Restelli TO KNOW THE PLACE 
WHERE I AM
Inkjet prints on fine art paper + book or object

This series of photographs has been like a compass for my 

journey through the first year Art Psychotherapy training.

210 x 297 cm

£ (can be contacted by email if interest)

Year two: part-time 

gabrielarestelli@yahoo.co.uk



Gianna Riccardi LIGHT SOURCE
Analogue Photograph: b/w resin print

Try not to shy from the dark  

My darling. 

You cannot always be the light. 

And that’s okay.

Darkness is acceptable. 

But utilise your other senses. 

Your blemishes are part of your beauty. 

for they make you stronger, 

And point you towards new growth.

35.9” x 24”

£ (contact vie email)

Year one: full-time 

giannasriccardi@gmail.com





Ta Satita Rojpojjanarat IN BETWEEN
Watercolour, pastel, coloured pencil, threads, googly eyes

Life/death

loss/gain

left/right

us/them

old/new

conform/resist

him/her

client/therapist

hope/despair

70 x 70cm

Year two: full-time 

srojpojjanarat@gmail.com





Sharon Rouse ALTERED BOOK
A5 book and mixed media

148 x 210 mm

Year three: part-time 

sharonrouse@tiscali.co.uk



Sanjoli Sakhuja BETWEEN US: 
EXPLORATION OF SELF 
AND OTHER
Felt tips on paper

Exploring of identity and culture

30cm X 42cm

£ (contact via email)

Year one: full-time 

ssakh001@gold.ac.uk



Newsha Zahra Sharafi THE THIRD BASE, IN INK
Found Objects and Mixed Media

This several-lines-long poem by Hafiz-i Shirazi, the Persian 

poet, is written in Nasta’ligh calligraphy on a broken desk 

that the author found on her daily walk to Goldsmiths. 

The poem, along with some other lines by the same poet 

written all around the found object, discuss the nature of 

true learning, how it is not obtained by actual studying per 

se, but through ‘love’ or even ‘pain’. The missing leg of the 

desk was replaced by a found tree branch, with added paper 

leaves coloured by the same ink as the writing. The author 

was trying to explore her own reflections and experiences 

of the experiential aspect that is proclaimed as the central 

component of the program at Goldsmiths.

1 m × 1 m × 1 m

£1000

Year one: full-time 

zahra.shrfi@gmail.com

“My beautiful beloved, who 

never sat in a school and 

never wrote a line: 

Guided a hundred lecturers 

with the wink of her eye”



Heather Sharp MEDUSA 
Lino Print

Medusa is the embodiment of female rage. Male power, 

violence and toxic masculinity as been a conversation 

discussed repeatedly through my time on the course. This 

piece unashamedly confronts my own monstrous rage as 

well as the wider female experience that is often minimised 

or ignored in society.

16” x 20”

Year three: part-time 

hfsharp88@gmail.com



Janay Smith LAYERS TO GROWTH 
oil paint, water colour paint and pencil

As an individual within a group, you go through times where 

you want your emotions to be acknowledged and your 

presense seen but then again at times you do not want this to 

occur.

Year one: part-time 

jsmit026@campus.goldsmiths.ac.uk



Janay Smith ACKNOWLEDGE ME! 
ACTUALLY NO, OH UM 
MAYBE
oil painting

Represents the different layers you slowly remove or unfold 

through growth, development and understanding (art 

therapy, own identity or with clients).

Year one: part-time 

jsmit026@campus.goldsmiths.ac.uk



Katie Smith ‘STUDIO 11, EXPERIENTIAL 
GROUP’
Pencil / Ink on paper

Three ways to be the quiet one.

20cm x 20cm

Year one: part-time 

klousmith11@gmail.com



Katie Smith ‘STUDIO 8, SUPERVISION’
Pencil / Ink on paper

Three ways to be the quiet one.

20cm x 20cm

Year one: part-time 

klousmith11@gmail.com



Katie Smith ‘RHB 274, ART THERAPY 
LARGE GROUP’
Pencil / Ink on paper

Three ways to be the quiet one.

20cm x 20cm

Year one: part-time 

klousmith11@gmail.com



Lloyd Smith MONO LOG. MONO LOG. 
DIALOGUE? 
Speakers, tree logs, microphones, mic stand, whiteboard, pan 

connector, drain waste trap

Inspired by natures sacredness and experiences of tension 

with what it means to have a voice, this piece puts the 

rhythmic poetics of the everyday into focus – whereby they 

are vulnerable to become blurry. To be heard is so much 

more than just to speak.

Roughly 1.5 x 1 metres

Year one: part-time 

lloydowensmith.com



Diyala Souob POWER PLAY
Acrylic on paper

A2

Year one: full-time 

diyalasouob.com



Diyala Souob THE BLOODY HUNT
Acrylic on paper

A2

Year one: full-time 

diyalasouob.com



Isabel Spurgeon THE DRAMA TRIANGLE
ceramics, wood, glass

Dismantling the aggressor

Year one: full-time 

isabel.spurgeon@hotmail.com



Amelia Sturdy SAFE SPACE 
Photography

This building glowing in the last rays of the sun struck me as 

calm, still warm but surrounded by dark, moving water; it 

was inviting but lonely. This piece explores the experience 

of the therapist, the boundaries and the relationship between 

the personal and professional. Holding someone’s feelings 

amongst your own.

Included is a poem by my father Andres Harriss ‘Sunsette’ 

2012

18”x 12”

Year two: part-time 

ameliaharriss@hotmail.com



Ann Tan OBSERVATION: COME 
CLOSER AND STEP BACK
colour pencil on paper

Before any understandings, I observe.

Put some clouds under the microscope, or some newly 

grown leaves.

What about relationships, layers of emotions, tensions in the 

air of silence, and subtle things ignored between us?

50 cm x 70 cm

£ (contact via email)

Year one: full-time 

anntan0410@gmail.com





Barbara Taylor THEATRE FOR ONE
Mixed Media : textiles, wood, paper, plastic, glass, wire, organic 

matter, paint

“Unlocking doors to the mind and heart”

44” x 27” x 15.5”

Year one: part-time 

bei.taylor@virgin.net





Barbara Taylor PSYCHE
Mixed Media: textiles, wood, paint, paperclay, glass

“Unlocking doors to the mind and heart”

63” x 17” x 17”

Year one: part-time 

bei.taylor@virgin.net



Sade Teniola WE ALL BLEED THE SAME
Mixed media and framed poem

What if the things that separated us didn’t divide us?

Year one: part-time 

fteni001@gold.ac.uk



Rachel Turner BODY MATTERS
Ceramics and Paper

In my final year studying MA Art Psychotherapy, I have 

become more aware of the inseparable relationship between 

the body and mind. My placement was on a paediatric 

ward. I have worked with children and their families as they 

experience the emotional impact of physical symptoms 

and medical interventions. Here, I made different organs 

reflecting on feelings we relate to our body parts such as 

‘worry guts’ and ‘butterflies in our stomach’.

2m x 1m

Year two: full-time 



Julie Watson NAUSEOUS: ADJECTIVE: 
FEELING INCLINED TO 
VOMIT 
A3 paper prints, glue, glass 

The 2019 collection of embellished sick bags’

Inspired by one of the many feelings evoked whilst training 

to become an Art Psychotherapist.

Thanks to the volume of Art responses captured by myself 

during the whole process. Begiining, middle and end.

Year two: full-time 

jwats004@gold.ac.uk





Candy Ward SURROGATE 
Stoneware slip cast with glaze

Surrogate was made in response to my maternal feelings 

towards clients on placement. Much has been written in 

Psychotherapy theory about the Mother position being 

embodied by or projected on to the therapist. Surrogate is a 

visual representation of my coming to terms with these ideas 

and feelings.

£95

Year two: Part-time 

candy.ward@live.co.uk





Bisan Latifa Wehbi GALILEE TO BOURJ EL-
BARJNEH REFUGE CAMP
A process of healing an intergenerational trauma, such 

as loss and displacement resulted in paintings of Galilee 

in Palestine (a land of stolen and raped) and a memory 

of a shop door in a refugee camp in Beirut, Lebanon. 

Bourj el-Barajneh camp because a home to many 

Palestinians in 1948, who still hold a vivid memory of 

their land and a hope to return home one day.

Year two: full-time 

Mahmoud Darwish, from ‘The birds die in Galilee’, 1969 

We will meet in a short while

In a year 

In two years

And a generation…

Then she captured with the camera

Twenty gardens

And the sparrows of Galilee.

She went searching, behind the sea,

For a new meaning of truth. 

My homeland is a clothesline

For handkerchiefs of spilt blood

And I lay down on the beach

As sand… and palm trees. 



Carina Wyatt SANDTRAYS 
acrylic on paper

I never expected my client experience to so often inhabit 

the sand tray. Three painting, three clients, every san tray 

I encountered. The same objets transformed by difference. 

Even the Hulk is unfixable, righteous, vulnerable, all alone, 

feted, buried, ridiculed, omnipotent.

I think about the qualities of sand; composite, homogenous, 

additive, impermanent, encroaching and about its dual 

process of accretion, and erosion. Sand measuring time, 

quickly collapsing or collapsed by subsequent clients. 

Theatrical, scattered, thrown to the floor or thrown at me, 

swept up and puddled, I think of the ceaseless slide of sand 

in a dune, like the experience of trying to hold a client in 

mind whilst everything is in flux; mood, body sensation, 

meaning and narrative.

“ San not only flows, but this very flow is the sand” Kobo Abe 

(2011)

Year two: full-time 

carinawyatt2@gmail.com

Without lasting evidence of this heaping, experiences feel 

dreamlike. Are they mine to paint?

Sand replaces words, which seem too heavy handed. My 

words, my subjectivity, my prejudice, and cultural habits 

take over the experience. Something choreographic 

becomes fixed, iced over. For me, painting the sand trays 

keeps a memory of fluids, the tiny finger prints, the force 

of a hand to shunt, and sweep clear, to heap, hollow out, 

bury, and discover.

Abe, Kobo. (2011). The Woman of the Dunes. New York: 

Knopf Doubleday Publishing Group, 99.

59 x 84 cm

60 x 71cm



Davy Yong HOUSE-TREE-PERSON
Mixed Media – Acrylic, Oil, Oil pastel, Soft pastel, Wallpaper, clay, 

Wooden branch, Lacquer paint, Stainless Steel Chains

‘House-Tree-Person’ refers to the projective drawing 

technique first introduced by John N. Buck in 1948. Similar 

to the test, Davy Yong challenges the viewer to analyze 

the work and determine personality traits. Hinting that 

the subjects portrayed could reveal how Davy perceives 

himself in the world. Thoughtfully incorporated, visually and 

artistically, are motifs of Gothic Romanticism.

760 x 610 mm + 47 x 37 mm + 1000 x 52 x 20 mm

Year one: full-time 

info@davyyong.com



Davy Yong ATLG (ART THERAPY LARGE 
GROUP)
Acrylic Glass (PMMA)

The ATLG is a unique part of the MAAP programme 

at Goldsmiths and enables learning, development 

and reflective practice to take place as a group. Davy 

encapsulates this experiential approach to the training with 

his meter wide black high gloss disc. The object resembles 

a ‘Scrying Mirror’ a mystical divination tool for looking into 

past, present, and future events. Transforming perception of 

the exhibition space as visitors interacting with the piece get 

to experience themselves as part of a large group.

1000 mm radius

Year one: full-time 

info@davyyong.com


